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Symmetry-adapted perturbation theory of pairwise nonadditive interactions in trimers is formulated, 
and pure three-body polarization and exchange components are explicitly separated out. It is shown 
that the three-body polarization contributions through the third order of perturbation theory naturally 
separate into terms describing the pure induction, mixed induction-dispersion, and pure dispersion 
interactions. Working equations for these components in terms of molecular integrals and linear and 
quadratic response functions are derived. These formulas have a clear, partly classical, partly 
quantum mechanical, physical interpretation. The asymptotic expressions for the second- and 
third-order three-body polarization contributions through the multipole moments and 
(hyper)polarizabilities of the isolated monomers are reported. Finally, assuming the random phase 
approximation for the response functions, explicit orbital formulas for the three-body polarization 
terms are derived. The exchange terms are also classified, and the simplest approximations 
(neglecting intramonomer correlation effects) are written as explicitly connected commutator 
expressions involving second-quantized operators. The corresponding orbital formulas are also 
reported. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the frequent assumptions in molecular physics is 
the pairwise additivity of intermolecular interactions. Before 
the advent of modem simulation techniques this assumption 
was crucial for a tractable treatment of bulk properties of  
matter. It was also made because very little quantitative in­
formation about departures from nonadditivity was available. 
Although the nonadditive effects are much smaller than the 
additive ones, it is now generally accepted that the nonaddi­
tivity of interactions is the key to understanding many fea­
tures of weakly interacting molecules in gases, liquids, and1 0
solids. Axilrod and Teller and Muttr were the first who 
pointed out the possible importance of nonadditivity in inter­
actions between spherically symmetric atoms, and who de­
rived an analytical expression for the long-range part of the 
three-body force. Lowdin proved that nonadditive effects 
are responsible for the deviations from the Cauchy relations 
between elastic constants o f ionic solids. Later, it was shown 
that these effects strongly affect higher-order virial
coefficients4,5 as well as the structure6,7 and thermodynamic
•  8
properties of homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters of 
atoms and molecules. Nonadditive interactions are also im­
portant in modeling atom-surface interactions.9 For a more 
detailed discussion of the role o f many-body effects in the 
description of bulk properties of matter we refer the reader to 
Refs. 10 and 11.
Recent advances in scattering12 and spectroscopic13' 15 
techniques allow very detailed structural and dynamical stud­
ies of small clusters of atoms and molecules. In particular, 
recently it has become possible to record the microwave and 
far-infrared spectra of Ar2-H C l (Ref. 13) and microwave14
1 r  •
and near-infrared spectra of Ar2-H F  (see also Ref. 16 fora
1 7  1 tt
review). These spectra could not be fully explained ’ using 
the pairwise additivity assumption, although the empirical 
two-body potentials for A r-H C l , 19 A r-H F ,20 and Ar2 (Ref. 
21) are known very accurately. Also the red shift of the fun­
damental band of HF in the Ar matrix22 could not be repro­
duced from five-dimensional dynamical calculations23 on the 
two-body A r-H F  potential. Since nearly exact quantum 
Monte Carlo calculations24 for large clusters are now becom­
ing feasible any information on collective many-body effects 
would be useful in structural and dynamical studies of these 
systems.
In principle, nonadditive three-body potentials for 
simple systems like Ar2-H C l or Ar2-H F  could be extracted 
from the experimental data by adjusting the parameters to 
reproduce the results o f measurements. For two-body poten­
tials this procedure has been applied with success and pro* 
duced highly accurate potentials. 19,20 In general, however, 
such an approach25,26 requires some a priori assumptions on 
the functional form of the potential and the long-range van 
der Waals constants. These, in turn, can be obtained from a
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consistent perturbation theory including major long-range 
an(j exchange effects.
U n t i l  recently, the perturbation theory of nonadditive in­
t e rac t ions  was mainly based on the Rayleigh-Schrodinger 
p o l a r i z a t i o n  treatment (neglecting the intermolecular electron 
e x c h a n g e )  coupled with the multipole expansion of the inter- 
action operator (neglecting, in turn, charge overlap and 
d a m p in g  effects).27-31 However, as pointed out by O ’Shea 
and M e a t h 32 the charge overlap effects modify both the ra­
cial a n d  angular dependence of the interaction energy. This 
shows that the multipole-expanded representation of the non­
addit ive contributions may be a very poor approximation to 
ihe true three-body effect. Although a consistent symmetry- 
adapted perturbation theory of nonadditive three-body inter­
actions has been formulated in 1974,33 only the simplest 
m a n y - b o d y  contributions to the interaction energy have been 
i m p l e m e n t e d  for many-electron systems: the first-order
* 1 A
(Heitler-London) nonadditivity, the second-order induc­
tion nonadditivity, and the third-order dispersion 
nonadditivity,37’38 all with neglect of the effects of the intra­
monomer electronic correlation. In addition, Bulski and
a n
Chalasinski considered the second-order exchange- 
dispersion nonadditivity in the system of three helium atoms. 
The s e c o n d - o r d e r  exchange nonadditivity has been also con-
o o
sidered by Tachikawa and Iguchi. However, these authors 
n e g le c te d  all terms cubic in the intermolecular overlap inte­
grals. This approximation has been shown to be very crude 
for t h e  Heitler-London nonadditivity,35 and it is not ex­
pected t o  work well for the second-order exchange contribu­
tions.
L e t  us mention that Chalasinski and collaborators devel­
oped a n  approach to study nonadditive three-body 
in te rac t ion s*  that combines the supermolecule Mriller- 
Plesset theory with the simplest approximations to the induc­
tion a n d  dispersion nonadditivities. This approach has been 
applied to characterize interactions in various trimers40,41 
(see a l s o  Ref. 42 for a review). It is also worth noting that 
several supermolecule calculations have been reported for 
atomic, molecular, and metallic clusters.43-45
Recently, the many-electron formulation46-54 of the 
symmetry-adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) of two-body 
in teractions55-58 has been developed. In this approach all 
physically important contributions to the potential, such as 
electrostatics, exchange, induction, and dispersion are iden­
tified a n d  computed separately. By making a perturbation 
expansion in the intermolecular interaction as well as in the 
in t r a m o le c u la r  electronic correlation, it is possible to sum the 
correlation contributions to the different physical effects only 
as tar a s  necessary. The SAPT approach does not use the 
wultipole expansion,59,60 so all charge penetration (damping) 
Elects a r e  automatically included. Since various contribu­
o n s  to the interaction energy show a different dependence 
0n the intermolecular distance R , they can be fitted sepa- 
ralely, with adjustable and physically interpretable 
Parameters.61-63 This method has been applied to determine 
f r a c t i o n  potentials for the H e -K +,64 H e -N a \ 65 A r -H 2,66 
He~HF,67 H e -C 2H2,68 H e -C O ,69 and A r-H F  (Ref. 70) sys- 
terris ( see  Ref. 71 for a recent review of SAPT theory and 
^ P l ic a t io n s ) .  In most cases, excellent agreement is achieved
when compared with the accurately determined (semi)empir- 
ical potentials available for these systems. The SAPT poten­
tials have been used to generate far- and near-infrared spectra 
of A r-H 2,72 and the near-infrared spectra of H e-H F ,73 
H e -C 2H2,68 and H e-C O .69 In general, the resulting line po­
sitions are in very good agreement with the experimental 
data (see Ref. 74 for a review of dynamical calculations). 
Also state-to-state integral cross sections and total differen­
tial cross sections for H e-H F  agree rather well with the 
available experimental data, suggesting that SAPT maintains 
good accuracy both at short and large distances.
Since the SAPT theory of two-body interactions is well 
developed, it is natural to generalize it to nonadditive three- 
body interactions. It is the aim of this paper to report such a 
generalization. The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II 
we formulate the triple perturbation theory of interactions in 
trimers, and show how the pure three-body effects can be 
separated out. Also presented in this section are expressions 
for the polarization contributions in terms of molecular inte­
grals and linear and quadratic response functions. These ex­
pressions have a clear, partly classical, partly quantum me­
chanical, physical interpretation. Finally, assuming some 
approximations to the response functions, they can be used 
in actual calculations. The exchange terms are also classified, 
and the simplest approximations (neglecting intramonomer 
correlation effects) are written as commutator expressions 
involving second-quantized operators. In Sec. Ill we present 
the multipole-expanded formulas for the polarization contri­
butions derived in Sec. II. Finally, in Sec. IV we shortly 
summarize the present work. Explicit orbital formulas (ready 
for computer programming) for the polarization and ex­
change contributions derived in the present paper are re­
ported in Appendices A and B, respectively. In a forthcoming 
paper75 we present some illustrative applications of this 
theory to a system of current experimental interest, Ar2-HF.
II. TRIPLE PERTURBATION THEORY OF 
INTERMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS IN CLOSED- 
SHELL TRIMERS
We consider the interaction of three closed-shell systems 
A, 5 ,  and C. The total Hamiltonian of the trimer ABC  can be 
conveniently written as
H  =  H 0  +  £ V A B + y V B C  +  x V C A i  (0
where H 0 = HA +  H B +  H c is the sum of Hamiltonians of the 
isolated monomers, the operator VXY collects all Coulombic 
interactions between electrons and nuclei of monomers X  
and Y, and the parameters f, 77, and x  have the physical value 
equal to unity. The interaction energy of the trimer can be 
written as
E - M ' V , x ) = ( V o \ U V A B + v V B C + x V C A m £ , v , x ) ) ,
(2)
where 'P 0 =  ¥  $ ¥  q’P q is the ground state wave function of
y
the unperturbed Hamiltonian H 0 , and 'Pq denotes the ground 
state wave function of the monomer X . We assume that the 
wave function of the trimer ^ ( £ , 77,;^ ) satisfies the intermedi­
ate normalization condition,
< * oI* (£ .1 7 .X )> = 1 . (3)
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This function is a solution of the parametrized Schrödinger 
equation for the trimer,
( H 0- E 0) V ( £ , V, x)
[ E - M , v > x ) - Z V
A B vV B C x V CA] V U , y , x ) ,  (4)
where E 0 =  E q +  E b +  E q is the ground state energy of H 0 
and E q is the ground state energy of the monomer X.  Equa­
tions (2) and (4) form a convenient starting point for a 
Rayleigh-Schrodinger (RS) type perturbation expansion (po- 
larization expansion ). Although at low order the polariza­
tion expansion is known not to reproduce the exchange com­
ponents of the interaction energy,77-79 this method plays an 
important role in the theory of intermolecular forces.71 First, 
the low-order terms in the energy expansion have a clear, and 
well established physical meaning,71 and provide rigorous 
definitions of such important concepts as two-body electro­
static, induction, and dispersion  interactions. Second, the 
symmetry-adapted perturbation theories71 provide exchange 
contributions which can be added to the polarization terms. 
For the two-body interactions this approach gives an accu­
rate representation of the interaction energy in various re­
gions of the configuration space (see Ref. 71 for a review).
The parametrized interaction energy and wave function, 
£ ^ (£ ,77,*) and ^ (£ ,77,^), are expanded as power series in £, 
77, and x,
E-m (C’ V>x ) = ' 2 i C v i XkE {^ \
i J . k
(5)
IJ, k
where E {‘^ k) and denote the polarization energy and
A D  D  / °
wave function of / th order in V , j  th order in V , and fcth 
order in VCA. We assume that 2sjJJj°)=0 and ^ ^ = ^ 0. The 
energy and wave function corrections, E {'^ k) and } , can
T O  O C
be obtained from triple perturbation theory equations ’
-  y A B y ( i - l J k ) _ y B C i p V J - l . k )
—  yCAypUhk- I )
/ = 0 m = 0 « = 0 poi
(6)
4 ä * )= <^oi v ABv ^ ' ' jk)) + ( v 0\ v Bc^ r i’k))
(7)
where and are zero if one of the indices /, j , and
k is negative.
As discussed above the polarization expansion neglects 
the exchange effects. The exchange contributions can be in­
corporated into the theory by a suitable symmetry- 
adaptation. Various symmetry-adapted perturbation theories 
have been studied in the past.55,56,71 Our experience80,57,79 for 
the two-body interactions suggests that the simplest symme­
trized Rayleigh-Schrodinger (SRS) perturbation theory80,57 
shows satisfactory convergence properties and can be ap­
plied to many-electron systems in practice. In the SRS theory 
the exchange contributions are obtained by introducing the
antisymmetrization into the energy expression, keeping Eqs 
(4) and (6) intact. The appropriate energy expression is
( V o \ U V AB+ y V BC+ x V CA) ^ ( Z , v , x ) )
( 9 o \ - * * U ' V ' X ) )
(8)
where is the full antisymmetrizer of the trimer. Note that 
77,*) and &\nl(£,y,x)  are two different functions o f  the 
parameters f, 77, and possibly equal for £ = y = x = \- Equa­
tion (8) can be represented as a power series in £, 77, and ^
Statt, *7.*) = 2  CrfxkE " ik\
i  J , k
(9)
where £ (000) =  0 , and #  ( 0 ,0 ,0 ), is given by
E Ujk)  =  Af^ß C [ ( ^ 0 | v ABs W \ £ 1 'jk ) )
+ (¥ „ | VBC^ V (^ { - 1 •*>) + <Ÿ0| VCA^ V $ k- »)]
i  j  k
- n a0bcY ,  2  2  ,E«mn\ v 0\ ^ k \ ,'i ~m'k~n\
1  =  0  m  = 0 n  =  0
(10)
^ o fiC =  (^ol*^^o)_1 anc* the prime on the summation sym­
bol reminds us that the term with ( l mn)  =  ( i j k ) is excluded 
from the summation.
The exchange contributions to the interaction energy are 
defined by
p ( i j k )  _  p ( i j k )  _  p { i j k )  
exch poi (il)
To derive a closed expression for i?exch ^ 1S useful t0 express 
the total antisymmetrizer of the trimer as
(12)
where C = ( N A +  N B +  N c ) \ / N A\ NB\ N c \, N x is the number 
of electrons of the monomer X, is the antisymmetrizer 
for the monomer X, and the operator &  collects all intermo­
lecular exchanges,
i ^ ) = p A B _ i _  p t ! L _ j_ p L A  _(_ p A B L ^ p f
The operators P XY and P XYZ are explicitly given by
BC C C (13)
P * r = - Y i Y  P
i e X  j e Y
(14)
and
p x y z =  2  2  2  ( Puk+Pj i k ) ,
i e X  j e Y  k e Z
(15)
where P /; interchanges the spin and space coordinates of 
electrons i and j ,  P ij k permutes cyclically the spin and space 
coordinates of electrons /, j ,  and k , while P'  collects all 
higher exchanges between the interacting subsystems. Using 
Eqs. (7), (10), (1 1 ), and the representation (12) of • 
one finds, since N qBC=  C~  ’C^olO an^
y 6 Ay 6 B^ f ^ ) =  , that the explicit formula for
Eexch is Siven bY
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< ¥ 0| VAB(0>-  ¡ lJk)) +  <¥„ | VBC( ^
-  AU ~uk)) + <^oi v CA(ëP- 07.*-1))
S E S  'E(lmn)( V 0\ ^ 9 <^ lJ~m'k~n))
1 = 0 m =  0 n =  0
- 1
(16)
where ( ^ > = < % | ^ o )  a n d  H0= (% \( l+ 0 ) % )
T h e  total antisymmetrizer of the trimer is a compli­
cated (A^ +  W* +  Wc )-electron operator, and the evaluation 
of Eq. (16) even with the simplest approximations to and 
represents a formidable task. One of the simplifying 
^ s u m p t i o n s  often made in the theory of intermolecular 
forces is  that the neglect of higher exchanges, represented in 
Eq. (13) by P \  does not affect the computed exchange en­
ergies a t  intermediate distances near the van der Waals mini­
mum. The validity of this assumption has been carefully 
checked i n  Refs. 83, 84, and 35 for the two-body and three- 
body c a s e s ,  respectively. To extract all terms quadratic and 
cubic in  the intermolecular overlap densities, it is useful to 
p a r a m e t r i z e  the operator &  as81
(17)
where f o r  brevity we introduced the following short-hand
notation
BC CA A B C (18)
S u b s t i tu t in g  the parametrized into Eq. (16) and retaining 
all t e r m s  linear in ¡jl [including those arising from E(lmn) and 
IV0] g i v e s  the following expression for ¿Sgxdh :
£ijk ) _!5ch = W AB ( P - { P ) ) ^ Ujk)) +  { ^ 0\VBC{ P - { P ) )
X^poï ''t)> +  ( 1I, o|VCA( P - ( P ) ) Ÿ ^ 1))
j
- E  E  E  'E{' T \ ^ o \ p ^ i V J ' m'k~ %  ( i9 )
1 = 0 m =  0 n =  0
where (P) = ( ^ 0\Pyir0). This more approximate expression
o n l y  be used in Sec. II B 2 to derive working equations 
for the second-order exchange nonadditivity, but not in the
first o r d e r .
A Extraction of pure three-body effects
while all contributions £pO00), £ ’do{0) , and E ^ k) are purely
additive, i.e.,
pol pol
F (i00).
^pol
zr(0;0)
pol
1^(00 k) 
pol
4 o ° 0)(2 ,3 ) ,
4°o{0)(2 ,3 ) ,
4 ^ ( 2 , 3 ) .
(21)
The equivalents of Eqs. (20) and (21) are also valid for the 
polarization wave functions ^ ^ k) .
By contrast, the exchange contributions E {^ ] , E [°XJC^ ,
and £ ’exch) are not necessarily additive, since in general the 
antisymmetrizer will interchange the coordinates of electrons 
belonging to all three monomers. The two-body contribution
to £exch) can easily identified by moving in Eq. (16) the 
third monomer to infinity, i.e.,
0 ( 2 , 3 ) lim lim E (iOO)exch
RBC 00 R
RAB = const (22)
CA oc
Since the polarization wave functions >i/>pO(j0) defining E ^ ^  
are purely additive, i.e., 'vI/>ipO00) — 'irpOi}0)(2 ,3 ) ,  the two-body 
term as defined by Eq. (22) is equal to E[1^  as defined by
the SRS theory of two-body interactions. Thus, to extract 
the pure three-body contribution to E[‘^  one has to subtract 
the £exch} term ° f  ^  two-body SRS theory.57 The expression 
for £g'x00)(3 ,3 )  follows then directly by subtraction. If we 
neglect all terms quartic and of higher order in the intermo­
lecular overlap densities, the formula for £ ’g'x00)(3 ,3 )  can be 
written as
4xch )(3 ,3 )  =  ( ^ 0|y Aß(QAß- ( ß Aß) ) ^ 7 1'00))
i - 1
where QAB— P — PAts [recall that P is defined by Eq. (18)] 
a n d (e A5) = ( ^ 0|QA^ 0).
1 = 0
A B
(23)
B. Classification of three-body contributions to the 
interaction energy
The expressions for the nonadditive three-body contribu­
tions derived in the previous section involve in general exact 
wave functions of the monomers and the reduced resolvent 
of the zeroth-order Hamiltonian H 0 . Since these quantities 
are not available for any but one- and two-electron mol­
ecules, one has to formulate a many-electron theory that sys-
W e follow the common usage and indicate an m-body tematically treats intramonomer correlation effects. This can
contribution to the interaction energy of an «-body cluster 
^ n) by Eint(m,n).  Thus, the polarization and exchange 
contributions to the interaction energy as given by Eqs. (7) 
^  (16) can be decomposed into E ^ k\ 2 y3) and E 
x(2,3), and E{^ k\ 3 y3) and £ ^ ( 3 , 3 ) ,  respectively. By 
e^ir definition, all terms E ^ k) and JSgxch 0  +  *^
+# * 0 . i.e., with at least two nonzero perturbation orders, 
are pure three-body contributions,
£ ¡^  = £<¿*>(3,3),
£^h=4'/<fh(3.3), (20)
ij + i k + j k ±  0,
be done by generalizing the coupled-cluster approach of 
Refs. 48 and 50. Another possibility, widely explored in the 
case of two-body interactions,49,51" 53,82 is to express the per­
turbation theory corrections to the interaction energy through 
the properties of the isolated monomers. In the present paper 
the former approach will be used to derive working expres­
sions for the exchange contributions, the latter will be fol­
lowed to find formulas for the polarization terms.
The definitions of the nonadditive contributions derived 
in the previous section involve nonsymmetric operators, like 
H 0 and VAB. These operators do not include all electrons in a 
fully symmetric way, and in fact H 0 and VAB act in a larger 
space than the fully antisymmetric Hilbert space BC of
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, No. 18, 8 November 1995
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the trimer A B C .  To use these operators we have to consider 
the space J&A®J&B®J&C , i.e., the tensor product of anti­
symmetric Hilbert space J %A, :%B, and :%?c  for the mol­
ecules A, 5 , and C. The permutations of electrons between 
the interacting molecules lead in general to wave functions 
which do not belong to the space . We define
the one-electron space 5S  as the space spanned by the union 
of all three atomic bases associated with the three monomers 
in the trimer. The basis of the space Jzf includes functions 
centered on all atoms in the trimer and, consequently, will be 
referred to as the trimer-centered basis. We assume that the 
same one-electron space SZ is used to construct the three 
Hilbert spaces M x , X  =  A , B ,  and C [i.e., J%x =  ^&x 3? <8> Nx 
=  ® • • • <8> SZ (Nx factors)]. In such case every fully
antisymmetric function from JV?ABC can be expanded in
-  yOA 4.B »ye/terms of functions from <S> .7 /B ® =
® n* + nb+ nC'50 Xhus> M a b c<ZMa ® M b ® M c , since M ABC
is obtained by projection of .WA with and all
physical solutions of the Schrödinger equation belong to
3eA<Z>3«B®3gc .
Summation over repeated lower and upper indices is im­
plied throughout the rest of this paper (the Einstein conven­
tion). From now on we shall always assume that the indices 
k ,  k x ,...,X, \ \ ,... refer to spin-orbitals on A, /¿, ¡l x v x,... 
refer to B , and £, ^ , . . ,77, 7r,,... refer to C. The indices a, 
a l ß i ,..., and y, y , ,... will denote occupied spin orbitals 
of A, B , and C, respectively, while p, plv .., cr, cri,..., and r, 
r , ,... will label virtual spin orbitals of the molecules A, B , 
and C, respectively. The indices a , ö ' , . . . (r ,r  ' , . . . )  are exclu­
sively used for the occupied (virtual) spatial orbitals of the 
molecule A; label the occupied (virtual)
spatial orbitals of the molecule B , while c, 
denote occupied (virtual) spatial orbitals of the molecule C.
The strings of equal number of conventional creation 
and annihilation operators acting in .% A , 3 @B , and J^fc will 
be denoted by
a X j A-2*1 Kl ' " Kn
X t  t  t= a \ ' a L ' " a L a K_---*K,aKl,i /! // I (24)
1^ I/2 " ” vm M| (25)
and
7T j 7T2 • • • T T  j  t  t  +c*y  y p =  cL cL c' c p
p çpÎIÏ2" 7rI 772 “ •Ci C2^ ^l’ (26)
respectively. We will employ the same notation for analo­
gous operators acting in .3%A® M B® M C, although these op­
erators should be written as tensor products, i.e., a k ^ 2
* *1*2” 'Kn
<8> 1 c , and 1A <8> 1 # <8> c 7 r  1 7T 2  * • • 7 7
Alternatively, one may view the operators a
i\
x,x1 2 n
/c I /<*')••• /c/?
¿»M|/x2 ancj c j ‘7 2 ? p as associated with different sets ofI/, |/2 /// fife-«
variables, so that they must commute
ra xix2 - ^  =  0
* 1 *2 ' ' ' Kn V\ V2 ” Vm
^ \ X 2  ” ’ k r ,  ~ 7 T \ 7 r 2 ’ ” 'T T i > - \  —  r )
J  ’
r A. I A. V * * A...\ a '\cL Kx K~>- * • /C;J’I (27)
'tT\ 2^ ’ * — A
We assume that the spin-orbital basis sets {4>AK}, { 6 b!}
{</>^ } used to define /?„, and are orthonormal. The
and
operators a J  k . . .Kn multiply according to the rules given by
Eqs. (15)—(17) of Ref. 50.
The operators H x , X =  A, B,  or C, can be represented by
the standard second-quantized expressions, while the inter­
molecular interaction operator VAR,
N N ti N a N B
V a b — ^Ej ^ ß ( r , - ) + 2  v A ( r j )  2  2  r / y 1 0^
i e A  j e B  i e A  j e B
AB
(28)
can be represented in the form48
VAB= { v B) y x + {vA) W  + v \ X ^ + V (29)
where VqB is the constant nuclear repulsion term. Further,
1 ) 2 ) k r2’I 1 ) 2 ) )KfJL (30)
and { v x ytx =  {4>fj \^ x \ (t) v) ^  a matrix element of the electro­
static potential of all the nuclei of molecule X. Similar ex­
pressions for VBC and VCA can be easily found by an obvious 
permutation of symbols in Eq. (29).
We also need the second-quantized expressions for the 
exchange operators P AB and P ABC appearing in the expres­
sions for the exchange contributions. Making use of the as­
sumption that the spin-orbital basis sets {</>^ }, and /-> »
{</>£} span the same linear space one can show that the
1  n
operator P can be represented in the following second- 
quantized form:.50
\ (31)
where S i  is
A I j B
the intermolecular overlap integral, 
ABC, in turn, can be written as
P ABC ( s X s î + s : s ; s î ) a * kb ï c i . (32)
Similar expressions for P BC and P CA can be easily obtained 
from Eq. (31) by permuting symbols pertaining to monomers
A, B,  and C.  Equations (31) and (32) can be proved by 
verifying that the matrix elements of P AB and P ABC in the 
basis of products of Slater determinants are the same as the 
matrix elements of the first-quantized operators. Note that 
Eqs. (31) and (32) do not hold when finite monomer-centered 
basis sets are used, i.e., when the orbital basis sets used to 
construct . %A , M B, and M c  are localized on monomers A,
B , and C, respectively.
In the following derivations we will frequently use the 
linear and quadratic response functions (polarization propa­
gators), denoted by n ^ ,(o > )  and n ^ ' ^ 2(a>i ,oj2)> resPec'
tively. The linear response function is defined for the mono­
mer A by the equation85
i i x\ ' mKK v 7
(33)
where the frequency-dependent resolvent operator n (w) 15
defined as
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R*(co) =  (HA- E A0 + c o r lQA, oj* 0 ,
R*(0) =  RA0 =  ( H * - E n0 +  Pn0) - ' Q n0 ,A \ -  1
(34)
(35)
E-(IIO)
^pol
p H  * 2  > < * 2 1. Qao =  ' - p 0 • X
(Ÿ0| I VßC^ 0)
U<B_ r f l
^0 m
The definition of I I XX|X2(cl>| ,a;2) is somewhat more in 
volved and is given by8
(42)
n ^ ÿ Wl)i02) = < ^ | a ^ ( - ft)1- û>2)(a "j-p'M)
XÄA( - w 2) a ^ )  + < ^ | a ^ (ü»2)
X ^ ' - p N äV ^ ^ ) ^ )
This sum-over-states expression can be conveniently rewrit­
ten as
zrd 10)■^pol 2 R e (Ÿ ? |n ^ Ÿ ? >  = 2 R e ( ¥ g |a f W ? ) ,
(43)
where ÎÏ
y  y  y
is the induction operator defined as in 
Sec. II B 2 of Ref. 71. Equation (43) clearly shows that E ^ 0) 
represents the three-body induction term corresponding to 
the interaction of the electrostatic field of the molecule C 
with the molecule B polarized by the electrostatic field of A.
+  ( V A\a l 'R A(col ) ( a K- p K) 
X ^ ( - B j ) f l l2^ ) + (  l«-*2). (36) Thus, in this particular case 17(110)•^ pol £
(110)
ind and
w h ere
and (1 <—>2) denotes three additional terms with all symbols 
with indices 1 and 2 interchanged (including those with k { , 
k 2 , and \ 2)’ [Note that in Ref. 85 the response functions
of Eqs. (33) and (36) are denoted by ( ( a K;aXK, ) ) tt) and 
((al ,oi2» respectively.] In the next section we
£ ’[^ >1(3,3)=£ind(3,3). In the multipole approximation this con­
tribution can be interpreted as the result of the interaction of  
permanent moments of monomer C with moments induced 
on monomer B by the electrostatic field of the monomer A . 
Using the second-quantized representation of VAB, Eq. (29), 
a similar representation of V5C, and Eqs. (37), (38), and (33), 
one can rewrite the sum-over-states expression (42) in terms 
of the linear response function,
£ (110) (* a) > c) ^ I C ,  (0).ind (44)
will a l s o  frequently use the operator Clx of the exact electro- Similar expressions for £['S0 , etc., can be easily found by a
static field of the unperturbed monomer X  acting on electrons 
of the monomer Y. This operator is explicitly defined by
N
f l v - 2  wx(r i)> (37)
/=  1
where
cox(ri) -  v x(r i) +  ƒ Px(rj ) r i j ]d*j » (38)
and px(r-) is the electron density of the monomer X. The 
second-quantized equivalent o f Eq. (37), e.g., Y = B and 
X=A, is given by
(< * A ) t= (V A ) î+ v i ïp kK. (39)
To simplify further discussion we shall occasionally refer to 
the energy corrections £ (/,)(3 ,3 )  o f the total nth order in
V= y AB+  y B C _j_ y A C
proper permutation of symbols pertaining to monomers A, B , 
and C. For the interaction of three spherically symmetric 
atoms this contribution to the nonadditive potential was con­
sidered for the first time by Wojtala,86 and is sometimes re­
ferred to as Wojtala nonadditivity.
A similar analysis of the third-order energy is somewhat 
more complicated, because the number of terms to be con­
sidered increases. When classifying the third-order nonaddi­
tive polarization contributions we will follow as closely as 
possible a similar classification for the two-body case (cf. 
Sec. II B of Ref. 71). Thus, the energy of induction interac­
tions, £ ^ ( 3 ,3 ) ,  is defined as that part of £ ^ ( 3 ,3 )  which can 
be obtained by complete neglect of the intermonomer corre­
lation effects. The difference £ ^ ( 3 ,3 )  — £¡„¿(3,3) represents 
all intermonomer correlation effects, and separates into con­
tributions due to pure third-order dispersion interactions and 
to the coupling of the second-order dispersion interaction 
with the induction interaction,
i + j + k - n
£ (,,)(3 ,3 )  =  'Z  E{ijk){ 3 ,3 ) .
ij,k = 0
O 3’3) £ d is p (  3  » 3  ) +  £ in d -d is P(  3 . 3 )  +  ¿ ' ¡ ¿ K  3 , 3 ) .
(3) (3) (45)
(40)
Polarization contributions
The electrostatic energy £ ^  is additive, so the first non­
additive contribution is given by the second-order term,
£p2J(3,3) =oi w , j ; - £ pol + £ pol + £ poI ,
where, e.g., the £poi0) is explicitly given by
( 101) , - ( O i l ) ( 4 1 )
Below, we report the definitions o f these components in 
terms of the induction and dispersion operators and intermo­
lecular interaction operators, and show how these contribu­
tions can be expressed through molecular integrals and re­
sponse functions of the isolated monomers.
The dispersion nonadditivity £ ^ p(3,3) is due to the cou­
pling of intermonomer pair correlations in subsystems XY
7 Y
and YZ via the intermolecular interaction operator V .  This 
contribution can be conveniently expressed as a generalized 
Casimir-Polder formula,
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£ (3)d isp (3 ,3 )
1
277 V\1'V v'nV n '\'
n kK(-ico)KK
—  0 C
x n " , ( i û i ) n "  (ico)d(o.7T7T (46)
For the interaction of three spherically symmetric atoms the 
third-order dispersion nonadditivity contains the famous 
Axilrod-Teller-M uto triple-dipole interaction. 1,2
The induction-dispersion contribution, in turn, can be 
interpreted as the energy of the (second-order) dispersion 
interaction of the monomer X with the monomer Y deformed 
by the electrostatic field of the monomer Z (note that we 
have six such contributions). In particular, when X =  A , 
Y = B, and Z = C  the corresponding induction-dispersion 
contribution is
£L2,'2L=2 Re(D4BŸ 0|[V ^,/« ]^0>in d -d isp
+(z)AB^ o |[ a S ,D /15] ^ 0>, (47)
where D a b =  — Rq8Vab P q P b is the dispersion operator de-
Sec. IIB  2 of Ref. 71,
e b + P qP q) ~ 1 <2 oB-  -  p * R b
p A B
and
A B
fined as in
=  ( H A +  H B — E q  U,Q t l  Q 1 QJ ±SQ i \ Q  1 Q i  0 * v 0 ,
Q qB=  1 — P qP B- Note the similarity between the above defi- 
nition of finTdisp and the definition of the two-body 
induction-dispersion energy given by Eq. (25) of Ref. 71. In 
terms of response functions this contribution is given by
17(210) =  
^  in d -d isp
X
+ 3C
n X|X2( iw )n ^ r ,!  (~io>,0)do),
—  CC *1*2
(48)
where U I'2VV] ( — /o;,0) is defined by Eq. (36). Similar ex-fJ. 2 f-L /x i
pressions for £jnd°djsp> etc-> can be easily found by a proper 
permutation of symbols pertaining to monomers A, B,  and
C.
The mechanism of the third-order three-body induction 
interactions is somewhat more complicated. It can be shown 
that one can distinguish three principal categories. The first 
mechanism is simply the interaction of permanent moments 
on the monomer C with the moments induced on B by the 
nonlinear (second-order) effect of the electrostatic potential 
of the monomer A plus contributions obtained by interchang­
ing the roles of the monomers A and C. The corresponding 
contribution is
—  / rB'CirB B 7B B
B rB B ( 4 9 )
In terms of quadratic response function it takes the form
(50)
Note that we have six contributions of this type correspond­
ing to six possible permutations of the indices A, B , and C. 
The second mechanism is the interaction between the
nent corresponding to this particular interaction will be de 
noted by ^ ¿^ (A «— 5;C<— £ ) ,  and can be written as
find'1*04 « - B ;C ^ B ) =  2 Re(ÎAV 0\ VCAÎCBV 0)
+  2 R e ( 9 0\VCAî ABî î V 0). (51)
The corresponding expression in terms of linear response 
functions is
S 'n d V
= ( " f l ) £ ( " f l ) i Æ n ^ :(0 )n ™ '(0 ) . (52)
Since by definition
B),  we have obviously three contribu-
tions of this kind.
The third mechanism corresponds to the interaction of 
multipole moments induced in monomers B and C by the 
electrostatic potentials of monomers A and B , respectively. 
The corresponding energy contribution, denoted by 
E\i'd° \ A ^ B - , B ^ C ) ,  is
e \2J ° \ a B,B<—C) =  2 Re( / ^ 0 VABÎBCV 0)
+ 2 R e ( V 0\VABî ABî BcV 0). (53)
This term can be expressed in terms of linear response func­
tions of monomers A and B as
£ind'0,(^ B,B*—C)
(«a) r ( « c ) x :? :n £ ( o ) n vvMM,(0). (54)
Again we have six contributions of this type corresponding 
to six possible permutations of the indices A, B, and C.
Our classification of the third-order nonadditive polar­
ization contributions is in agreement with the analysis of 
Stogryn based on the multipole expansion in the Cartesian 
form, although Stogryn includes the mixed induction- 
dispersion term into the third-order dispersion energy. It 
should be pointed out, however, that our definition for the 
third-order induction energy differs from the sum of the 
third-order induction energy contributions considered by 
Piecuch.28,31,87 Specifically, the second terms in Eqs. (51) 
and (53) are neglected by Piecuch, and his third-order non­
additivity cannot be expressed by the response functions of 
the monomers. Thus, also the formulas for the specific case 
of atom-atom -diatom interactions,87 as well as the numeri­
cal results for Ar2-H F  and Ar2-H C l reported in Ref. 41, are 
not correct. In view of the above, the multipole expansion of 
the three-body dispersion energy (including the induction' 
dispersion term) as reported in Ref. 29 cannot be correct. 
Since the literature results in the spherical form are not en­
tirely satisfactory, in Sec. Ill we report the multipole- 
expanded formulas for the three-body components consid­
ered in this section.
Although Eqs. (44), (46), (48), (50), (52), and (54) rep­
resent a reformulation of the theory reported in Sec. II, ^  
give us useful insight into the physical nature of the n o n a d -  
ditive three-body interactions. Moreover, these expressions
multipole moments induced on A and C by the electrostatic form a convenient starting point for computational consider 
potential of the monomer B. The induction energy compo- ations. At present the electron densities (needed to construct
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t]ie matrix elements of and response functions can be 
a c c u r a t e l y  computed using powerful techniques developed in 
tjie j980s  (see, e.g., Refs. 85 and 88), so once the monomer 
p r o p e r t i e s  are available, the three-body contributions can be 
eaSj l y  obtained. It should be noted, however, that accurate 
c a l c u l a t i o n s  of the interaction energy components require the 
use of trimer-centered basis sets, so the expensive step of 
c a l c u l a t i n g  the propagators must be repeated at each geom- 
etrv. Since we are interested in the calculations of the full 
p o t e n t i a l  energy surfaces, the use of very advanced approxi­
m a t i o n s  to the polarization propagators would make the cal­
c u l a t i o n s  prohibitively expensive. Therefore, in the present 
w o rk  w e  will use the response functions of the random phase 
a p p r o x i m a t i o n  (RPA),85,89 also known as the time-dependent 
coupled-Hartree-Fock method. An analysis similar to that 
r e p o r t e d  in Ref. 37 shows that the RPA approximations to 
£,2I.(3,3) and £¡^(3,3) are fully included in the supermol-
ecule Hartree-Fock nonadditivity £ * ^ (3 ,3 ). Since the RPA 
p r o p a g a t o r  is exact through the first order in the intramono- 
mer electronic correlation, and since the induction- 
d i s p e r s i o n  energy is a second-order intermonomer correla­
tion effect, the two leading-order terms in the many-body 
p e r t u r b a t i o n  expansion (with respect to the intramonomer 
e l e c t r o n i c  correlation) of the RPA induction-dispersion en­
ergy a r e  fully included in the supermolecule MP3 nonaddi­
tivity AE(3)(3 ,3 ) , while the two leading-order terms of the 
RPA dispersion energy are fully included in the MP4 nonad­
ditivity A £ (4)(3 ,3 ) . The supermolecule results reported in 
Refs. 3 7  and 41 suggest that this level of the theory should 
produce  results of sufficient accuracy to describe correctly 
t h r e e - b o d y  effects in atom-molecule systems. Explicit or- 
bital formulas for £ ^ (3 ,3 ) , £¡„¿(3,3), £ -^ .djsp(3,3), and 
£j;'p(3,3) in the RPA approximation are reported in Appen- 
dix A.
2. Exchange contributions
The leading first-order exchange nonadditivity is given
by the sum
£< 3 ,3 )  =  £ ' '  T '( 3 ,3 )  +  £èxch (( 3 ,3 ) +  £ £ £ ' (  3 ,3 ) ,(100) (010) (001)
(55)
and is equivalent to the Heitler-London nonadditivity,
r( I ) 
HL ( 3 , 3 )
( s g 9 0\ H s g 9 0)
( ^ o l ^ o )
—  £ h l ( 2 > 3 )  — £ 0» (56)
where £¡¿(2,3) is the Heitler-London energy corresponding 
to all t w o - b o d y  interactions in the trimer. Practical evaluation 
Eqs. ( 5 5 )  or ( 5 6 )  is very difficult, even assuming the 
s'ngle exchange approximation (i.e., the neglect of all terms 
quartic a n d  of higher order in the overlap integrals). When 
i n t r a m o n o m e r  correlation effects are neglected the ex­
pression ( 5 5 )  can be handled using a suitable density matrix 
formalism.34 An even simpler alternative is to approximate 
^ (3 ,3 )  by the Heitler-London nonadditivity computed 
lv'th the Hartree-Fock (HF) wave functions for the mono- 
mers- It c a n  be shown that this energy differs from the first- 
0r^ er exchange contribution evaluated with the HF wave 
^notions b y  terms quartic in the intermolecular overlap in­
tegrals, provided that the full basis of the trimer is used.34 In 
p re s e n t  work we will approximate the first-order ex­
change nonadditivity by the Heitler-London nonadditivity 
computed with complete neglect of intramonomer correla­
tion effects, but to all orders in the overlap integrals. It 
should be noted that the intramonomer correlation effects 
strongly affect the two-body first-order exchange 
energies,50,51 and their incorporation for the three-body case 
may be necessary. Work in this direction is in progress.
The second-order exchange nonadditivity is given by
£exch( 3,3) = £ £ T (  3,3) + £ »  3,3 ) + £ «  3,3)(200) (020) (002)
+  £ ^ h0 , (  3 , 3 )  +  £ e i c h  ' ( 3 , 3 )  +  £ e x c h  ' ( 3 , 3 ) .
(57)
Assuming the single exchange approximation, the expres­
sions for £ exch^  a°d £ixch) follow from Eqs. (23) and (19), 
respectively,
(101) (011)
£ex?h0 ) ( 3 , 3 )  =  < ^ 0 | (  V
X ( Q
AB (58)
^ c h 0) =  < ^ o l ( ^ B- ( V AS} ) ( P - ( £ ) ) Ÿ ^ ,10))
+  < % |(V BM V /SC> )(^ -< ^ > )^ p o i)0,>- (59)
Equation (58) has been derived for the first time by Bulski 
and Chalasinski for the case of three helium atoms.39 They 
also derived a formula for E [[{0) but in their expression, Eq. 
(2.32) of Ref. 39, the renormalization terms £pO00) and £p01i0) 
are missing. Very recently Eqs. (58) and (59) (with sign er­
rors in the first terms) were reported in Ref. 38.
The first-order wave function can be conveniently
written as
'vj/( 100)
* pol * (b d W
+ *d!sP(A B )^o ,
0 x  ind
(60)
where K) =  ƒ $ ¥  J is the standard induction wave
function corresponding to the polarization of the monomer X  
by the monomer Y , and ^ ¡^ (X *  * * Y ) =  ^ xy^ o^ o ls 
dispersion wave function for the pair X Y .71,90 Equation (60) 
shows that the second-order exchange nonadditivity splits 
into the exchange-induction [£^ch-ind(3>3)] and exchange- 
dispersion [£ixch-disP(33)] three-body contributions. Obvi­
ously, the expressions for exchange-induction and exchange- 
dispersion components of £ ^ * (3 ,3 )  and can be ob­
tained by replacing in Eqs. (58) and (59) the polarization 
wave functions 1Irp1o00) and ^p01^  by their induction or disper­
sion counterparts, i.e.,
AB ( V AB) ) { Q AB { Qab»
B )V 0 ^ 0 /
+ (^ o l (v AB- < y AB))(ô
x ¥ i¥ Ü i( f l« -A )¥ £ > ,
( Qab»
(61)
£«ch°ind=(,Iro l ( ^ fi- ( V ^ ) ) ( P - ( P ) ) [ ^ i ‘d)( ô - C ) Ÿ C0
+ v av b0v \" ( c ^ b ) ] ) + ( v 0\(v BC <vsc>)
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X ( P - ( P ) ) [ V \ " ( A < - B ) V bV c0
+ ¥ S * <b!d)(B«-A)¥£]>, (62)
( Ÿ 0| ( VAB -  ( V ab) ) ( Q ab -  ( Q ab))r. AB A B A B
(63)
+  { V 0\ ( VBC- { V BC) ) ( P - { P ) ) V ^ p 
X ( A - - - B ) % ) . (64)
Since the exchange-induction and exchange-dispersion 
energies are small even for pair interactions, and since cal­
culations employing correlated wave functions are not fea­
sible even in the two-body case, we will neglect the intra­
monomer correlation effects on these components. This can 
be achieved by replacing in Eqs. (61)—(64) the exact by 
the product of Hartree-Fock determinants of the monomers, 
^ 0“ ^ o ^ o ^ o » anc* the exact induction and dispersion wave 
functions by their counterparts neglecting the intramonomer 
correlation effects [denoted by Y) and
" lO , respectively]. It can be shown that the wave
function
<J>lL90)= ^ ' d)(A (1)pol
•  • B )* o (65)
can be written as
<k(100)_rT(100) , T( 100) , 7^ 100)-, 
^ p o l  “ L '1 0 0  + i o i o  J ^ o * (66)
where the operators T(ioo0), anc* ^Ci\o°} are defined
explicitly as
T(100)_ 100
T ( 100) 110 t a ß n p h aper ß
(67)
(See the beginning of Sec. II for the notation.) One can also 
show that
r (,Ln0)<l>0=<I>-nldl( A <—£)<!> o^o .B100
'T’i 1 00)^
7 010 ^ 0
(68)
T\\°q0)<Î>0 =  ^ ( A - - - B ) ^ c0 (69)
Furthermore, since the wave function Op07°} is purely addi­
tive, the amplitudes ( t B)p, t are the same as in the
47,48two-body case, and are explicitly given by
( '* ) := (« > * )> “ , ( ^ ) S = ( « x ) g /4 .  ' % = » % / & ,
(70)
€kt , and£„denotesw h e r e ---------
the orbital energy associated with the spin-orbital cf)K. 
Below we will use the following identity:50
(VAB (<t>0\VAB® 0))$>0 = V A“$>_  {‘/AB 0» ( 7 1 )
where
VAB y A B  , y A B  , y A BM00^ V010^ K 1 10 ’ (72)
(73)
A similar definition holds for VBC. Using Eqs. (68) and (69) 
and the identity (71) one can rewrite the formulas for the
Hartree-Fock exchange-induction and exchange-dispersion
nonadditivities as commutator expressions,
Eïl T a  3,3 ) = ( [ ÖA ß, \>A B] $  o I ( '^, 00° ’ + î'V. 0° ’ ) ^ o),
(74)
17(110) _ / |-n  {/ABiff) 1/ 7^010) 1 xiOlOhfjv \
exch-ind \L ’ J ^ 0 1W 010 + 7 001 ^ 0 /
+ ( [ p ,v Bc]<i>oi(r(1' o0o)+ n ,r ))<ï>o)-
Eïlci  Lp( 3,3 )=  ( VAB 4> o I [ Q‘4 ‘B, A  T 1 ] *  o ),
4ich-)disP==< ^ fl<I>0 |[Î>. 4 l l 0)]<ï)0)
+ ( y B C $ 0 | [ p , 7 Y 10 0 ) ]< ï> 0 ) .
(75)
(76)
(77)
Note that similar to the two-body case, one can consider the 
exchange-induction energy fully accounting for the coupled- 
Hartree-Fock-type response, i.e., for the perturbation in­
duced modification of the Hartree-Fock potential.91 The cor­
responding exchange-induction energies will be denoted by
e^xch-ind,resp(3»3) and £exch-ind,resp • Th^ commutator formulas 
for these components are given by Eqs. (74) and (75), re­
spectively, provided that the amplitudes of the single­
excitation operators r (io00), etc., are replaced by the corre­
sponding coupled-Hartree-Fock amplitudes.91
Using the Wick92,93 or contraction94 theorems for the 
second-quantized operators, and performing integrations 
over spin variables, Eqs. (74)-(77) can be rewritten in terms 
of molecular integrals and orbital energies. One may note 
that since the VXY operators are exclusively expressed in 
terms of Coulomb integrals, and various exchange operators 
in terms of overlap integrals, Eqs. (74)-(77) give the second- 
order exchange nonadditivity in terms of Coulomb and over­
lap integrals only (no exchange or hybrid integrals appear in 
the final expressions). The orbital expressions corresponding 
to Eqs. (74)-(77) are reported in Appendix B.
III. MULTIPOLE EXPANSION OF THE THREE-BODY 
POLARIZATION CONTRIBUTIONS THROUGH 
THE THIRD-ORDER OF PERTURBATION THEORY
In this section we will give the asymptotic (large R) 
expressions for the three-body polarization contributions by 
introducing the multipole expansions for VAB, VBC, and V • 
The great advantage of the multipole expansion is that it 
yields an expression for the interaction energy in which only 
properties of the free monomers appear and, moreover, the 
geometry dependence of the interaction energy components 
is given explicitly in terms of simple functions. We shall use 
the spherical form of the multipole expansion since in con­
trast to the Cartesian formalism27 it gives the orientational 
dependence of the interaction energy components in a closed 
form. Since the spherical expressions found in the literature 
are not presented in terms of monomer properties, we report 
the spherical multipole-expanded formulas for all the three- 
body polarization components that were introduced in Sec. 
II B 1. We will show how the three-body contributions to the
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i n t e r a c t i o n  energy can be written solely in terms of the fol­
lo w in g  monomer properties: multipole moments, frequency- 
d e p e n d e n t  polarizabilities, and hyperpolarizabilities. In the 
e x p r e s s i o n s  derived in this section these monomer properties 
ire e x p r e s s e d  with respect to an arbitrary space-fixed frame, 
w h e r e a s  they are usually calculated (or measured) with re­
spect t o  a  set of body-fixed inertial axes on the molecule. The 
a n g u la r  momentum coupling used in all our formulas has the 
p u rp o s e  t o  make the transformation from the monomer prop­
erties i n  their own body-fixed frames to the space-fixed 
f rame a s  simple as possible. All properties on each monomer 
are c o u p l e d  to spherical tensors of rank A which transform 
under  t h e  frame rotation by the use of irreducible Wigner
ro ta t ion  matrices D (A)(a,/3,y).95
T h e  geometry dependence of the interaction energy com­
p o n e n t s  i s  described by functions depending on the spherical 
polar coordinates of the vectors R XY pointing from X to Y . 
We d e s i g n a t e  the polar angles of RXY by RXY (which is a unit 
vector  a l o n g  R*y), and its length by R XY . The functions 
d e s c r i b i n g  the geometry are obtained by Clebsch-Gordan 
c o u p l i n g  o f  irregular harmonics, defined by
1/iu^ xy) - R xy XC\SRxy)' (78)
where Clm is a spherical harmonic in Racah normalization.95 
T h e  multipole expansion of VXY reads59
A. The multipole expansion of E)n1d0)
After expanding VAB and VBC in the expression (42) of 
ZsSnd0), we find in the numerator
b{rab)®(q'a)®(qIb)o,X
X [ ^  + 'c(RBC)® (Q ^)n0®<Q'c)]0,
where ( Q /fl) o „  is the transition moment
order to rewrite this expression, so that the static polarizabil-
ity of a^ fi/fl)Afl(0 ) appears, it is necessary to apply a recou­
pling procedure. It is not very difficult to show that
2 Re 2  [ ^ ' ' '  + 's® (Q ^)® (Q 'B)on] o [ ^ « +'c®(Q,®)„o
•B\ — \
M
®(Q/c)]o (£ o -£ f)
=  ~ 2  2  ( - 1  ) u X * ? * lBl L[ p l* +l‘ <8>piB+lc ] i
L , M \ b , A a b  'a ' b ' b ' c
The algebraic quantity X ^ b^abL is proportional to a product
A B B C
of two 6y-symbols, which are the quantities in curly brack­
ets,
DC
2  ( - D
lX . l y =  0
/ (2/x+ 2 /y+ 1 )
X
2 l x + 2 l Y)
21 / .
1/2
where t h e  triple product is defined as
(79)
AB^ ABL_  ( _  y C+ AA B [ \ B , A ab]
W b'c
1/2
X
lA +  l 
I r
B I'b +  I L
A AB 1'B J
/ / B
l'B A AB
I  A  +  / B
A B
with [ / j , / 2 ,.. .]  standing for (2 /1 +  1 ) ( 2 /2 +  1 ) • • * . Then,
/ v + / /
m m
and the expression between round brackets is a 3./-symbol. 
The quantity Q lx is a multipole operator of X, i.e., an irre­
ducible spherical tensor operator with components defined
by Q1^ = 'Zp e XZ pr lx C lx ( r n), where the summation index p
mx ' p
runs over all particles, both electrons and nuclei, of the mol- 
eL>ule X, and Z p are the charges of those particles. We will 
designate a reducible frequency-dependent polarizability by
(w). This quantity is obtained from the linear polariza-Q
ir
nun '
tion X \ f Ipropagator of Eq. (33) by replacing a K and a , by Q m
E\(110)ind -2 2
L M
IA <l B <l B l lC
® P i*+Ic(Rbc)]l- m v Ì a ’IbJ'b 'Ic)L (81)
with
(IA JB »lB ’*C)L 
•M 2  ( - 1
AB A ‘B1b ‘C
X [ ( 2 1 a +  21 B +  \ ) ( 2 Ï b +  21c +  \ )\ 1/2
X
I
\
21 a + 2 lB
21 A
\ 1/2
2 1 ’b  +  2 1 c  
2 1 ' B
1/2
an(l Qm,,  respectively, and multiplying by —1. The corre­
sponding irreducible polarizability a {'! )A(cd) is obtained by B. The multipole expansion of Ej,2o1|0)
(82)
^ebsch-Gordan coupling. In general the Clebsch-Gordan 
c°up led  product of spherical tensors will be denoted as [T /
® S ] , i.e., as a binary product between square brackets,
m ym
Before discussing the different physical effects such as 
induction-dispersion and induction, we first consider the an­
gular momentum aspects of the multipole expansion and de­
rive a generic expression for £poi0) in terms of irreducible 
monomer tensors.
In the numerators of £pol0) we meet products of the type
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•/'i0
where the irreducible tensors Tlm are either transition matrix 
elements or expectation values of multipole operators Q lm. 
The simplest angular dependence of the multipole expanded 
form of £poi0) is obtained when we recouple these products 
such that the tensors belonging to one monomer are first 
coupled to an irreducible monomer tensor. Furthermore it is 
useful to apply the Gaunt series, which can be written as
with
1/2
i 1  r  l \ 
{0 0 0/
On system B we have tensors of order 1B j lB , and i B . 
Below we will consider the coupling scheme 
W b J b) ^ b "^b \ ^ b • However, sometimes a different scheme 
is called for. For instance, when l'B labels a permanent mo­
ment and IB and lB label transition moments, it is better to 
couple first the latter two tensors, so that an irreducible po- 
larizability is obtained. If such a case occurs, the monomer 
tensor may be recoupled, which yields an extra sum and 
67-symbol.96 An alternative approach was followed by 
Piecuch,28 who considered in this case all 15 quantum num­
bers simultaneously and obtained 1 57 -symbols as recoupling 
coefficients.
We are then left with an arbitrary choice in the coupling 
order of the monomer tensors. We can, for example, couple 
first the tensors on A and C and then B (which is essentially 
the choice made by Piecuch), or first B and C and then A. 
Since the second choice yields a recoupling constant that is a 
product of a 97-symbol times two 6 7 -symbols, and the first 
choice gives a product of two 97-symbols, we do not follow  
Piecuch, but take the second possibility. Recall in this con­
nection that a 97-symbol is a sum of ternary products of 
67-symbols.
We write
X [ %S'a+,b® T'a® T'fl]°[ ^ s +/c® T'a® T'c]°
u  lA lA l B l B ~ D  l B lc 1 
B ' LAB AB BC
x E  2  ({/) M
A A .An ,L,L1 \ M y iVA ' 1XB « ' V5 C
' I I l ’ I' I" I‘A ' l B ' 1a ' l B ' l B ' l C
AB
X [[[T /'’® T ^ ]A*® [[[T ,s® T /ß]x*®T/fl]Aa
®T/c]Asc]^[C^fi® C/s+'c ] i w ,
where the sum runs over the index set
{/} =  {A^ ,A b , A b c , L , Lab} and Z  is a recoupling co­
efficient, which is evaluated by means of Jucys diagrams in 
Fig. 1. Its value is
Z
A a Aß ,Aß ,AßC ,L,Lab
I I I 1 I '  l" I‘A 'lB ' A ,lB ,lB ,lc
=  ( — \ ) XB + A BC + L ab[ L ab >A¿ , \ b , A b ,A 5C] 1/2
h
X A
X
\
I
B
Iß l A  +  h
XB L a b
I'b I ' a  +  I'b \
A B I'b '
B  +  Ì C A BC.
*
L
A
AB
BC
A ,  
/" + /
B
L
(83)
where the expressions between curly brackets are 9 j - ancj 
67-symbols.
We introduce the angular function, suppressing the ge­
nealogy labels for typographical reasons,
F lm( R a b . R b c ) =  [ C lm ( R ab) ® C ' b+ ic( r bc)]Lm 
and the irreducible monomer tensors,
(84)
A A _  rrWA t%A = [ T ^ T A ] l%\(¿A L W
B Ab=  [[[T'fl® T;»1XB® T' b] Afl,Mb /V
C Ac= ( Q Ac).
M-c '  Mc '
Further we introduce the index set {J} 
{I a J'a J'b *Ib **c}. and write
I} = ( \ ) '¿  1a + 1b [ ( 21 A + 21B + \ ) ( 2 lA + 21B + \ )
X ( 2 ï B +  2 l c +  1 ) ] 1/2X
2 lA + 21B 
21a
2 /;+ 2 /; '
2 /:
X
2l"B-\- 2 lc
21
1/2
G i 4. i 1' 4. ¡> j
A B ' A B ' AB
XZ A A >^B «A B >A BC ' L , L A bI l I' /' l" I ‘a j B ' lA ' B ' B ' c
Finally, we obtain the generic term of the multipole ex­
panded form of ¿Spoj0*,
77(210)
poi E S E  í j j
{ /}  { J }  M  1 '
 ^M A^~ I A~  ^B~ I ß_ 2 ß  — I B ~  I c~ 1
AB BC
X F L_M(RAB,RBC)[ [A A*®[BAB®C‘c]ABcfM.
(85)
In order to obtain the different contributions, Eq. (85) must
be entered into the perturbation expressions, Eqs. (47), (49),
t
and (53). The sums over states and energy denominators ans- 
ing in these expressions are included in the (hyper)polanz- 
abilities appearing in the formulas that now will be intro-
duced.
We obtain the multipole expanded form o f
E{™ ]( A ^ B \ B ^ C )  [Eq. (53)] by substitution into Eq. (85) 
of
A'M= a (V > , 4(0)
P-A Pa
A * (86)
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,  f 
KB
/ B
C Ac= ( 0 ^ ) -fxc
\ B I
A B k'0 IB
I
B
tt 
B
(87)
(88)
Since different definitions of the (reducible) hyperpolar- 
izability tensor can be found, we give its explicit definition, 
which agrees with our earlier definition, Eq. (36), of the qua­
dratic polarization propagator,
ß
1 1 1  i f f
, „((o\,oj2) = Zjmm'/n v 1 z/
n,n ' =£0
( V o \ Q l „ \ V n ) ( V n \ Q U V n ' ) ( V n ^ U ^ + W o \Q Î ^ n ) ( V n \Q Î ' \V n < ) { V n ' \Q lm\Vo)
-  1 /
(E0- E n+ o)i + ü)2)(E0- E„, + (ü2) (E0- E n- ( o 2)(E0 En> — col (02)
+
I -  i f f
{ E q E n CÜ i ) ( E q E n / +  ÎO2)
+
( E q -  E n  +  c o {  +  c o 2 ) ( E 0 - E n '  +  W j )
| ( V o \ Q Î ^ n)(V n \Q Î» \V n ') (V ,A Q lm\Vo) |
/"
( E q - E n -  (DX) { E Q - E n , ~  (x)X -  (1) 2 ) ( E q - E n -  (D2 ) ( E q -  E n , +  CD,)
where Q lm — Q lm~ (Gin)- Two successive Clebsch-Gordan 
couplings give the irreducible monomer tensor
p[ui »x/ ]A( Wl ^ 2). This tensor plays a role in the nonlinear 
optical process of two-wave mixing.97
The multipole expansion gives an expression for 
A , C )  [Eq. (49)] in the form of Eq. (85), if we
subs t i tu te
/
1
AiXA= ~ [ (  Q Ia) ® ( Q Ia) ] “ \
I
va 2 (89)
B X B =  Q ' j
VB VB ’
CAc= ( Q Ac).
(90)
(91)
We o b t a i n  the multipole expanded form of £|nd-°disp [Eq- (47)] 
when w e  make the substitution into Eq. (85) of
[[AA'*®[BAb® CAc]Afic]w
I 00
47T -
® (Q Ac)]A Bcfu dü).
Since th e  tensor on C is independent of co, it is convenient to 
recouple the threefold irreducible product, by first coupling 
fte t e n s o r s  on A and B , performing the Casimir-Polder in­
tegral o v e r  a;, and only then couple the permanent moment 
0n C to the integral,
[AA''®[BA«®CAc]A«c]^
=-— y* ( — 1 \ aa+ab+aab 
4 - ^ ( 1}
[ [ ^ (/-4/A)AA ( / CÜ)(g ) [yß [ ( /ß /fl)/flXfl]Afl( —  ¿(0 , 0 )
oc
x [ AAb ,A ä c ] 1/2
A a A d A
A
B 1VAB
E A bc
[<Q a c)
00
[o f lAl^ AA(i(o)
—  0 0
0  ß[( -  iû>,0)]A**£/û> (92)
M
C. The multipole expansion of
We perform a preliminary recoupling of the products 
that we meet in the numerators of £poil) ,
[  % / A + ' b ®  T'a <g> T l*]°0[ 7/ ' b + l c ®  T 1'b ®  T/c] 
X [ ^ /c+/A®T/c®T/A]g
0
0
X  2  ( - l ) i+MGx_Lw(RAB,RBC,RCA) .^ - ,
L , M , \
with the coupled angular function defined as follows (for 
typographical reasons a number of indices are suppressed):
Ga/L(R/1£ ^ B C ^ C a)
=  [[ 1 ^ A + Ib(Rab)® '£Sb+1c(R bc)~\X® ^ c+Ia( ^ ca)~\m •
(93)
The coupled (permanent or transition) moments Tl£  are con- 
tained in the tensor . 7 ^ ,  which is defined by
I a + I fl(g)[T/ß®T/c]/fl+/c]x
®[T/c®T/^ ]/c+/a] ^ .
It is convenient to recouple .7 ^  so that the moments on the 
same monomer are precoupled. The recoupling coefficient is 
proportional to a 1 5 /-symbol of the fourth kind.98 We can 
write it out and obtain
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D
+ (
a b /
A\
\  J "
\ B + y +
l \
A b c
+
FIG. 1. Diagrammatic factorization of the recoupling constant of Eq. (83), 
Z -  =  [Lab , A a , \ b , A b , Abc] i/2XD. As is shown in the figure, the diagram 
D factorizes into a 9 / -symbol (the hexagon) and two 67-symbols (the tet­
ragons). Observe that the lines are not oriented due to the fact that all indices 
are integer.
M 2  [[[t /*®t /*]a*®[t 's®t ^ ] as]a''*
A a , A b »Ac >Aa b
®[T/c®T'c]Ac]^ [ //1 + /s , ^  + /c , / ^ + z;] '/2
X Y
\ , A ^  , A B ,A c  , Aa b  X
I 1 ' I 1' I 1' ’
‘ A  ' ‘ A  , l B  » ' B  ’ c  '  c
where
x . a ^  , a b ,A C ,a ab  ,l
1  I* i 1 ' 1 1 '
' a  ' ‘ a  ’ B  ’ B  '  C  '  c
E {"\‘ 2  E  ( -  1 )Mt \ r l G i Lu (R AB ,Rbc ,Ra )
X [[[T ,,'® T ,-4]A''® [T /s® T /fl]As] A/lB
®[T/c®T/c]ac]^ .  (96)
The energy B \ C * - B )  is one of the three
terms of the induction energy We find its multipole
expanded form by considering the appropriate sum over 
states and corresponding energy denominators, Eq. (51). The 
required formula can be obtained by substitution into Eq 
(96) of
[T /*® T /*]'V4 =  a (,'4^ )A/1( 0 ) )
^ A  I 1  A
[T /fi®T/« ] ^  =  [(Q '« )® (Q ,» )]AB
(97)
/V (98)
[T /c® T /c]Ac= a ('c^ )Ac(0 ). (99)
The coupled permanent moments of A and C appear in the 
other two induction terms, which we do not give explicitly.
The Axilrod-Teller-M utto1,2 energy E ^ \  generalized 
to arbitrary multipoles, is obtained when we substitute into 
Eq. (96)
[[[T /^ ®T/^ ]A^ ®[T,»®T/i ] A«]A^ «®[T/c®T/c]Ac]^
1
2  7T I —
[ [ q£1a1a)aa( — ico)<8) c^ ,b/b)Ab( ìco)Jaab
OC
® a l,clc^ Ac(ico)]j^d(o. (100)
( - iyc+';+A„+Afl+x|-XtA ,a b ,a c ,a ab] 1/2 IV. SUMMARY
X E  D I
J
1' A
.  \
AB J
X
l c
l'e 
O a  +  I'c
A<
L
l I’a
A B
A
/
AB J
A A)
I A B
w
J
I'b /¿"Wo /B B
(94)
In order to give the generic expression for E 1 ^  in a compact 
form, we introduce the index sets
{/'} = {X ,A i4, A b , A c , A ab ,L},
and define
£<?, =  ( -  1 y * + l'°+lc +L[ ( 2 l A +  2 l B+  \ ) {2VB +  2 l c + 1 )
X(2l 'c +2l 'A +  1 )] 1/2
21 a +  21 B \ 121B + 2 lc
21 2 /:B
X
2l'c + 2 l'A 
21 '
Ml
Y{J'}' (95)
Then the generic term becomes
In this paper we have developed the symmetry-adapted 
perturbation theory for a direct calculation of pairwise non­
additive polarization and exchange contributions to the inter­
action potentials of closed-shell trimers. We have shown that 
the three-body polarization contributions through the third 
order of perturbation theory naturally separate into terms de­
scribing the pure induction, mixed induction-dispersion, and 
pure dispersion interactions. Each term has a clear, partly 
classical, partly quantum mechanical, physical interpretation. 
Working equations for these components in terms of molecu­
lar integrals and linear and quadratic response functions have 
been derived. Assuming some approximations to the re­
sponse functions, these formulas can be used in actual calcu­
lations. In the present paper we reported explicit orbital for-
9  §
mulas for the second- and third-order three-body polarization 
contributions in the random phase approximation. Also, the 
asymptotic expressions for the second- and third-order three- 
body polarization contributions in terms of the multipole mo­
ments and (hyper)polarizabilities of the isolated monomers 
have been derived.
We have also shown how the exchange terms can be 
classified, and derived explicitly connected commutator ex­
pressions involving second-quantized operators, as well as 
explicit orbital expressions, for the simplest approximations 
(neglecting intramonomer correlation effects). In the subse-
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q U e n t  paper75 we present some illustrative applications of 
this theory to a system of current experimental interest,
AT2-HF
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APPENDIX A: ORBITAL FORMULAS FOR THE 
POLARIZATION CONTRIBUTIONS IN THE RANDOM 
PHASE APPROXIMATION
T o  derive orbital formulas for the three-body polariza­
tion contributions in the RPA approximation we need explicit 
orbital equations for the RPA linear and quadratic response 
f u n c t io n s .  The polarization propagator, Eq. (33), can be ex­
pressed  in the RPA approximation by the following spectral
V  • 99 expansion.
X'
n x/ > ) 2/1*0 COn CO
+
(Al)
where O n is the RPA excitation operator defined explicitly as
O l =  ( X n) an Pa - ( Y X < - (A2)
The RPA amplitudes (X„)“ and ( Y n)pa, and the RPA excita­
tion energies a>* are solutions of the generalized eigenvalue 
problem,
(A3)
( « p -  ea) ( Y X + o)A(Y„)a ,n \ n / n  *
X X r \  \  f X ; X
where w._,  =  v — v , .  The solutions of Eq. (A3) areK K K K
subject to the following normalization conditions:
( x x ( X n ) ao - ( Y nyD(Ymy = s nm, (A4)
where (X„)£= [(X„)“] *, and a similar relation holds for 
( Y n)p.  The expression for the quadratic response function is 
somewhat more involved, and it can be deduced from Eq. 
(57) of Ref. 99.
Using the Wick theorem92 one can derive the following 
equivalent of Eq. (Al):
n AX! M
KK  v 7 2/2*0 (0A- ( 0
+
10* +  0) (A5)
S ubs t i tu t ing  Eq. (A5) and a similar equation for 
n ^ ( a > , , « 2) into Eqs. (44), (46), (48), (50), (52), and
(54) a n d  performing integrations over spin coordinates one 
sets the explicit orbital formulas for the polarization contri­
butions in  the RPA approximation. An important simplifica- 
ll°n o c c u r s  if one assumes that the orbitals are real. It turns 
out that all polarization contributions can be written in terms 
°1 one spin-free combination of the RPA amplitudes,
1
(vnY‘= ^ [ ( x x t + ( x x : + ( Y x : + ( Y X r: i  m
where t h e  indices k +  and k — refer to spin orbitals obtained 
by Multiplication of the spatial orbital if/k by the spin func­
a +
tions a  and /3, respectively. The spin-free amplitudes of Eq. 
(A6) fulfill an eigenvalue problem similar to Eq. (A3).89 
[Note that the spin-free amplitudes of Eq. (A6) correspond to 
the D  amplitudes given by Eq. (14) of Ref. 89.] Furthermore, 
since in some expressions only static RPA propagators ap­
pear, it is useful to introduce coupled-Hartree-Fock (CHF) 
coefficients defined as
(C B)ar 2 2  ( .VSA«>bY A V ¿ “I<n * 0
(A7)
Similar definitions hold for ( C A) bSJ etc. Thus, assuming that 
the orbitals are real, the orbital forms of Eqs. (44) and (4 6 )-  
(54) are given by
ï ï ( 3 , 3 )  =  4 ( C f i ) “ ( a ) c ) ^  +  4 ( C c ) j ( c t > /4 ) ^  +  4 ( C / ) ) ‘ ( « f i ) '  , (A 8)
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( 3 . 3 )  =  1 2 8  2  v r: bv s’!cv %  ( V X (  V , X ' ( V m)b( VJ U  VpY( VpY,'>
n,m,p^0
1 1
+
( (úAn + wf, )( + (J)C) ( 0)A + Cú%) ( (l)Bm + wc\
1
+
((0A + tOp)((Dm+  wc)
17(210 ) _  o 9 ^
^  in d -d isp  ^
n,m =£0
( Vn)aM  y j s (  v , x ' ( c  v m)sb\ -1
( v w) > S (  Vm)bs( v X , v %  ( ^ ' ) ^ (  V , , . , ) !1 [ ( * > < £ ' (  v  -  ( * c ) £ (  v m) ÿ
bi
K  + < O K + < C )
B
6 ' b"
( v „ ) x * (  v M)»( v j ; ,  v m,)°. ( c c ):„( v M. ) ; ; [ ^ (  v j ; -  ■- g
+  64 E  ---------------------------------------
n,m,m '
s-> s"b
« + Û , ®  ) « + < , )
/>'
+  128 2
n , m , m  '  0
(v„yrv r:„ ( vm ) ° ( v , X ' < ‘U  v „  X ' ( C c ) : ; ( w n mm. > ;
, + coBm ' m
(A9)
(A 10)
£ ind (5 < -A ,C )  =  2 [ ( C ,) ¿ ( C c )^ +  (C /i)',, ( C c ) ; ] [ (a ,A);;' +  2 (C /t)% ;';:'] +  2 [ (C A^ ( C c ) f  +  (C /, ) f ( C c )¡](210) 1 u\
b , .v i b b i .v i .vx [ ( a , , ) ^ + 2 ( c j ; > ; ' ; j + 2 ( c j ; ( c j ; , [ ( a > c): + 2 ( c c) ; : ^ ; j + 2 ( c j j ( c j r [ ( a , c ) " ,+ 2 ( c c) ; > ; ' ; , ] >
I "I I "1 1 I
5 ; C < —5 ) =  1 6 ( C B) “( C B)^uc_. /r  cn^ n d " ^ -
£ in2d10)(A <- S ; 5 - C ) = 1 6 ( C B)“(C c ) ^ ^ ,
11' 11' 1' Iwhere g u., =  2 v iL., — v L.L.t , and the intermediate quantity (W )£ is defined as
( v j á v , „ , f e ; ¡ , , - (  v J l ' ( v m' ) U b'bs,"
( W„mm'Yb~ +  ( m <-> m ' ).
(All)
(A 12) 
(A 13)
(A14)
APPENDIX B: ORBITAL FORMULAS FOR THE EXCHANGE CONTRIBUTIONS
The orbital formulas for the second-order exchange contributions, Eqs. (74)-(77), can be obtained by a straightforward 
application of the Wick theorem,92 followed by the integration over spin variables, and are given by
E [ l T a i < l )  =  2 (u B Y a (h ) :À -S Ï S cr + Src'SbrS l + S bcSir S Ï ) -2 (< o B) : ( t B ) U - S X '  +  s X ' S Cb+ SbcSca'SÏÏ
+ 2 (<oA) l ( t Ar A - s ' e s cs+ s sc s ax + s acs cx  ) - 2 (coA) i ( t A)° ( - s : s i , + s Dcs ; , s ca+ W l X )a nC nS b' b nC b ci a
a nC
+ 2{0>BYa{tA)bs{SX rSl  + S l S X )  +  n u A)l{ tB)%ShX S l  + SrX S ba) + 2 v r: b{ tB) A S rc S bX  + SbcScX )
r oC c b b pc b ne or '
- 2 v r:b(tB) A s x ,s : + s X 'S : ) + 2 v ^ ( tA)A s sc s : s A s : . s x ) - ^ b(tA)us:.sab,scr+ s x x )b'  / ob  n« a pC cb
+4v:u tBYr( - s ; s bc+ s ï s ° x + s X ' S ° s ) + ^ ( ‘AY s ( - s X + s X ' s l + s bc s x b,),b nC aob  ' nC b ' oC o a (Bl)
E l l ^ = 4 v û ( t c Y A - s : . s cr - s t X + s X s l , + s bc s X ’)+2(o>AYb( t c Y A - s sa s : - K ' S s + s i s ax + s ac S X )
b' aob '  oC 
b
b ' oc  pfl
2(ioAyb( tc )hA - s hX b - s X y + s X ' s a+ s X h'Sba)+2(coArb(tBr , ( - s bs A s b. s X a + s X S a ) + ^ l ' A ^
X ( - S Î S Ca- S b' s l l +  S°Sba S l l + S > S X b') +  2Vab(tBYl (SbX S ' r  +  S X S ' ,r) +  2 M la( tcY s( -S SX  +  ScSabSLr 
+ SXbSl) + 2(wBYa(tBri( - S X  + SbcS X + S X bShr) + 2vrasb(tc)bA - S Sr'sas+Ssc' s X  + S X X ' ) - 2 v rasb(tc)
a o b '  oC b 1 O C  0 « b r f l  ot a o t  ob is oo c c
x ( - s bX bl+ s X b'SíA s X y S b)+2(coc rb(tA)b, ( - s ^ s : - s - i ' s A K ' s X + s x S a ) + 2 v i lc(tA)bA - s sl 'scs
b '
s
c
+ s ; ' s X a + s “s X a ) - 2 ( a ) Cyi(tA) A - s bX Î - s bX h’+ s X ' S A s X b' S a ) - 2 v ï ci t A)bA - s bs l , + s bs l , s la
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+ s ° s l , s bj + 2 ( < o B)[(tA)bs( - s i s i + s sls i s i + s ° s i s i ) + 2 ( < o Byc( tByr( - s x + s * s i s i + s : s i s br  n c  n b
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